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Reopening the four fountains  that Fendi paid to res tore: At the ceremony, s tanding left to right, Maria Vittoria Marini Clarelli, Rome's  superintendent
of cultural heritage; Serge Brunschwig, CEO of Fendi; and Virginia Raggi, mayor of Rome. Image courtesy of Fendi

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from Nov. 26:

Saint Laurent's latest installment of Shanghai film invites self-introspection

Running two minutes and forty-four seconds, the short movie is a story set in Shanghai with dreamy sequences,
sharp contrasts and fluid timelines.

Please click here to read the entire article

Ritz-Carlton takes Fashion Santa to four cities as part of holiday charity push
The Ritz-Carlton will support the return of the Fashion Santa Holiday Tour to four cities, with holiday fashion
personality and model Paul Mason playing a key role.

Please click here to read the entire article

Fendi restoration of 4 historic Roman fountains concludes
The Fendi for Fountains project restored the historic fountains of Gianicolo, Mos, Ninfeo del Pincio and Peschier.
The philanthropic move marks similar efforts by Italian footwear maker Tod's financial support for spiffing up
Rome's Colosseum.

Please click here to read the entire article

Roger Vivier celebrates holiday romance with brand ambassador

French footwear label Roger Vivier is ushering in the holiday spirit with the help of some furry friends.

Please click here to read the entire article
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